Executive Memorandum No. 18

Policy on Interruption of the Tenure-Track Clock in Cases of Maternity, Disability, Family/Medical Leave, or Other Unusual Circumstances

Section 4.10 of the Bylaws of the Board of Regents of the University of Nebraska provides that the "total period of full-time service on a faculty Appointment for a Specific Term prior to acquisition of a Continuous Appointment shall not exceed seven years, including all previous tenure-related full-time service with the rank of instructor or higher in all accredited institutions of higher education..."

It will not be considered to be a violation of Section 4.10 of the Regents' Bylaws if in cases of absence because of maternity, disability, family/medical leave, or other unusual circumstance as declared by the University of Nebraska President, the seven year limitation on the period of full-time service prior to acquisition of a Continuous Appointment is extended to allow a faculty member additional full-time service to make up for full-time service lost because of maternity, disability, family/medical leave, or unusual circumstance. When a faculty member on a Specific Term Appointment experiences an interruption in full-time service because of maternity, disability, family/medical leave, or unusual circumstance and situations warrant that the faculty member's period of full-time service be extended to accommodate for time lost because of the leave, the faculty member's appointment in the year the leave began shall be converted to annual Special Appointment and such annual Special Appointment shall be disregarded in calculating the total period of full-time service for the purpose of Section 4.10 of the Regent's Bylaws.

Dated this 18th day of March, 2020.

Walter E. Carter, President
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